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ABSTRACT
Context. Properties of galaxies like their absolute magnitude and their stellar mass content are correlated. These correlations are
tighter for close pairs of galaxies, which is called galactic conformity. In hierarchical structure formation scenarios, galaxies form
within dark matter halos. To explain the amplitude and the spatial range of galactic conformity two–halo terms or assembly bias
become important.
Aims. With the scale dependent correlation coefficients the amplitude and the spatial range of conformity are determined from galaxy
and halo samples.
Methods. The scale dependent correlation coefficients are introduced as a new descriptive statistic to quantify the correlations between
properties of galaxies or halos, depending on the distances to other galaxies or halos. These scale dependent correlation coefficients
can be applied to the galaxy distribution directly. Neither a splitting of the sample into subsamples, nor an a priori clustering is needed.
Results. This new descriptive statistic is applied to galaxy catalogues derived from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III and to halo
catalogues from the MultiDark simulations. In the galaxy sample the correlations between absolute Magnitude, velocity dispersion,
ellipticity, and stellar mass content are investigated. The correlations of mass, spin, and ellipticity are explored in the halo samples.
Both for galaxies and halos a scale dependent conformity is confirmed. Moreover the scale dependent correlation coefficients reveal
a signal of conformity out to 40 Mpc and beyond. The halo and galaxy samples show a differing amplitude and range of conformity.
Key words. large-scale structure of Universe – Galaxies: statistics – Galaxies: fundamental parameters – Galaxies: formation
1. Introduction
The clustering of galaxies in space is an important observational
constraint for models of structure formation in the Universe. Of-
ten galaxies are treated as points in space and one compares the
clustering properties of this point distribution to models of struc-
ture formation. However galaxies are extended objects and come
in different flavours. Their properties are categorised and quanti-
fied. One considers the luminosity, the shape, the substructure or
spectroscopic features of a galaxy, to name only a few. As an ex-
tension, galaxies are still treated as points, but the properties of
the galaxies are assigned to the points as marks. This establishes
at each position of a galaxy a multidimensional space. Depend-
ing on the physical problem, different methods for the analysis
of such a marked point set have been devised:
The concept of bias was developed to account for the
stronger clustering of galaxy–clusters compared to the cluster-
ing of galaxies themselves (Kaiser 1984; Bardeen et al. 1986).
Currently bias is often used to describe the differences between
the clustering of luminous and dark matter (see Desjacques et al.
2016 for a recent review)
With luminosity– and morphology–segregation one de-
scribes the differences in the spatial clustering of dim versus lu-
minous galaxies, of early–type (e.g. ellipticals) versus late–type
galaxies (e.g. spirals), or of red versus blue galaxies, etc. (Os-
triker & Turner 1979; Hamilton 1988; Willmer et al. 1998). In
most cases the ratios of the two–point correlation functions, de-
termined from sub–samples of the galaxy distribution are used
to quantify these segregation effect (see e.g. Zehavi et al. 2011).
The morphology density relation indicates that early type
galaxies tend to reside in more dense environments compared
to late type galaxies. There are numerous observations confirm-
ing this (Dressler 1980; Postman & Geller 1984; Andreon et al.
1997; van der Wel et al. 2010). Effects of the morphology density
relation are typically confined to groups and clusters of galaxies
(see however Binggeli et al. 1990).
Conformity is an expression from sociology, it is the act of
matching attitudes and behaviours to group norms. With galac-
tic conformity one is investigating how strongly the properties
of galaxies conform with each other, if they are located in a
group around a bright dominating galaxy or in a dark matter
halo (Weinmann et al. 2006). Galactic conformity is typically
quantified by first determining the central galaxy within a group
of galaxies. Then e.g. the fraction of late type galaxies in the
cluster is plotted against the mass of the group depending on the
type of the central galaxy. Hence, galactic conformity is an ex-
tension of the morphology density relation, with the focus on the
bright central galaxy as the determinant for the galactic proper-
ties. Not only the types but also the colours, the star formation
rates, or other properties of the galaxies are being used. Kauff-
mann et al. (2013) plotted the fraction of star forming galaxies
against the (projected) distance from the central galaxy, showing
that conformity is scale dependent, at least on small scales. In
hierarchical structure formation scenarios, galaxies form within
dark matter halos. To explain the amplitude and the spatial range
of galactic conformity two–halo terms or assembly bias becomes
important. Using the halo model Hearin et al. (2015) were able
to model such a scale dependence using 2–halo conformity from
assembly bias. A comparison of semi–analytic models reveals
different patterns in the scale dependence of halo conformity
between the models (see the discussion in Lacerna et al. 2017
and the references therein). Quantitative scale dependent meth-
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ods are needed to discriminate these different approaches. This
is especially important if one wishes to quantify the influence of
large–scale structures on the conformity. Then one needs mea-
sures of conformity wich are also sensitive on large scales.
As a new descriptive statistic based on mark correlation func-
tions, the scale dependent correlation coefficients are introduced
to quantify dependencies between properties of galaxies (or ha-
los). The scale dependent correlation coefficients measure the
strength of the correlations between the intrinsic properties of
a galaxy and how these correlations on one galaxy depend on
the presence of another galaxy at a distance of r (similarly for
halos). Hence they allow a scale dependent measurement of the
conformity. To estimate the scale dependent correlation coeffi-
cients suitably weighted pair counts of all the galaxies are used.
Conceptually this is a major benefit, all pairs are counted. The
galaxy sample is not split into several parts, e.g. early type, late
type, nor any grouping into clusters is necessary. No new (nui-
sance) parameters are introduced into the analysis.
In section 2 the scale dependent correlation coefficients are
defined. They are used in section 3 to analyse galaxy samples
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), and in section 4
for halo samples from the MultiDark dark matter simulations.
A summary and conclusion is given in section 5. In Appendix A
the construction of the galaxy and halo samples is detailed, and
a simple toy model is presented in Appendix B.
2. The method
The well known definitions of covariance and correlation coeffi-
cient are reviewed in the next subsection. This discussion serves
as a blue–print for the definition of the scale dependent corre-
lation coefficient in subsection 2.2. The definitions are given ex-
plicitly for galaxies with absolute r–magnitude Mr and ellipticity
e. For the SDSS galaxies and the halo samples from the Multi-
Dark simulations, also other properties are used as marks in the
analysis below (see Appendix A for details). In the following the
positions of the galaxies together with their properties are inter-
preted as a realisation of a marked point process (Beisbart et al.
2002). The two-point theory of marked point processes was de-
veloped by Stoyan (1984) and is nicely reviewed in Stoyan &
Stoyan (1994). First applications of mark correlation function
to galaxy samples are discussed in Beisbart & Kerscher (2000);
Szapudi et al. (2000); Beisbart et al. (2002) and to halo simula-
tions in Gottlöber et al. (2002); Faltenbacher et al. (2002); Sheth
& Tormen (2004).
2.1. Correlations between properties of galaxies or halos
In this subsection only the intrinsic properties of galaxies or ha-
los will be of interest, irrespective of their position in space.
The joint probability densities provides a suitable tool to de-
scribe the statistics of the galaxy (or halo) properties.M(Mr, e)
is the probability density of finding a galaxy with absolute r-
magnitude Mr and with ellipticity e in our sample. Marginal-
ising M(Mr, e), one obtains the probability density of the el-
lipticity M(e) = ∫ dMrM(Mr, e) and similarly the probability
density of the absolute r–magnitude M(Mr). The moments are
defined in the usual way. E.g. the kth–moment of the ellipticity–
distribution is ek =
∫
deM(e) ek; with the mean ellipticity e = e1
and the variance σ2e = e2 − e2. If Mr and e are independentM(Mr, e) = M(Mr)M(e), however in general this is not the
case. To quantify the dependency the covariance and correlation
coefficient of Mr and e are used. The covariance is defined as
cov(Mr, e) =
∫
de
∫
dMrM(Mr, e)
(
Mr − Mr
)
(e − e) . (1)
Suitably normalised one obtains the well known correlation co-
efficient
cor(Mr, e) =
cov(Mr, e)
σMr σe
. (2)
By definition −1 ≤ cor(Mr, e) ≤ 1. The larger the modulus of
cor(Mr, e), the stronger the (anti-) correlation between Mr and e.
2.2. The scale dependent correlation coefficient
Calculating the above defined correlation coefficients under the
condition that another galaxy is at a distance of r one arrives at
the desired statistic describing scale dependent correlations. To
define these scale dependent correlation coefficients the flexible
framework of mark correlation functions is used (Stoyan 1984;
Beisbart & Kerscher 2000).
%1(x,Mr, e) is the probability density of finding a galaxy at
x with an absolute magnitude Mr and an ellipticity e. For a
homogeneous point distribution this splits into %1(x,Mr, e) =
%M(Mr, e) where % denotes the mean number density of galax-
ies in space andM(Mr, e), the already defined probability den-
sity of finding a galaxy with absolute r–magnitude Mr and ellip-
ticity e. Slightly extending the notation from above, Mr,i and ei
are the absolute r–magnitude and ellipticity of the galaxy at the
position xi. Accordingly, %2
(
(x1,Mr,1, e1), (x2,Mr,2, e2)
)
quanti-
fies the probability density of finding two galaxies at x1 and
x2 with the absolute magnitudes Mr,1, Mr,2 and the ellipticities
e1, e2, respectively. For an isotropic and homogeneous point set
%2(· · · ) only depends on the separation r = |x2 − x1| and the spa-
tial product density is then given by %2 (1 + ξ2(r)), with the well
known two–point correlation function ξ2(r).
It is useful to consider the conditional mark probability den-
sity defined as
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r) = %2 ((x1,Mr,1, e1), (x2,Mr,2, e2))
%2(1 + ξ2(r))
. (3)
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r) is the probability density of the absolute
magnitudes Mr,1, Mr,2, and ellipticities e1, e2 under the condition
that this pair of galaxies is separated by r = |x1 − x2|. We speak
of mark–independent clustering, if M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r) =
M(Mr,1, e1)M(Mr,2, e2) factorises and does not depend on the
pair separation r. In such a case the absolute magnitudes and
the ellipticities of galaxy pairs with a separation r are not dif-
ferent from any other pair of galaxies. On the contrary, mark–
dependent clustering or mark segregation implies that the marks
on certain galaxy pairs show deviations from the global mark
distribution.
The conditional probability densityM2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r)
is used to calculate the scale–dependent correlation coefficient:
cor (Mr, e | r) =&
Mr,1,e1,Mr,2,e2
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r)
(
Mr,1 − Mr
)
(e1 − e)
σMr σe
, (4)
with the abbreviation&
Mr,1,e1,Mr,2,e2
:=
∫
dMr,1
∫
de1
∫
dMr,2
∫
de2.
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Only the correlation coefficient between Mr and e on galaxy 1 is
calculated, the marks on galaxy 2 are integrated out. One should
compare this definition with Eqs. (1) and (2) to see the close
analogy. cor (Mr, e | r) quantifies the correlation between the ab-
solute magnitude Mr and the ellipticity e on one galaxy under
the condition that another galaxy is at a distance of r. If there
is an environmental dependency one expects cor (Mr, e | r) ,
cor(Mr, e). For large separations the environmental dependency
has to vanish and one gets cor(Mr, e | r → ∞) = cor(Mr, e).
Similar to Eq. 4 one can define the scale dependent mean
e(r) =
&
Mr,1,e1,Mr,2,e2
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r) e1 (5)
and with e(r) the scale dependent variance
σ2e(r) =
&
Mr,1,e1,Mr,2,e2
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r) (e1 − e(r))2. (6)
The scale dependent mean e(r) and and the scale dependent vari-
ance σ2e(r) are the mark correlation functions km() and var() as
defined in Beisbart & Kerscher (2000). The scale dependent
mean and variance allow the definition of an alternative scale
dependent correlation coefficient1
c˜or (Mr, e | r) =
&
Mr,1,e1,Mr,2,e2
M2 (Mr,1, e1,Mr,2, e2 | r)×
×
(
Mr,1 − Mr(r)
)
(e1 − e(r))
σMr (r)σe(r)
. (7)
This defines the correlation coefficient relative to the mean and
variance of galaxies with another galaxy at a distance of r (cf.
equation (4)). In Appendix B both cor() and c˜or() are calcu-
lated for a simple toy model with a built in scale. With cor()
the scale can be detected easily from the samples, whereas c˜or()
is not depending on the built in scale. As another example con-
sider c˜or (Mr,mst| r) with r ∈ [1, 3] Mpc, the correlation coeffi-
cient between Mr and mst of all the galaxies with another galaxy
at a distance r ∈ [1, 3] Mpc. Then c˜or (Mr,mst| r) /cor (Mr,mst)
quantifies the deviation from the corresponding correlation co-
efficient of all galaxies as visible in Fig. 1 below.
It is straightforward to estimate mark correlation functions
like cor (Mr, e | r) from a galaxy catalogue. The basic idea de-
rives from eqs.(3, 4): one adds up every pair (i, j) of galaxies
separated by r weighted by
(
Mr,i − Mr
)
(e j−e). Then one divides
by the number of pairs with separation r. Suitably normalised
one obtains an estimate of cor (Mr, e | r). Analog ideas apply for
the estimation of c˜or (Mr, e | r). A more detailed discussion and a
comparison of several estimators for mark correlation functions
is given in the Appendix of Beisbart & Kerscher (2000).
The procedure offers a built-in significance test (Beisbart
& Kerscher 2000; Grabarnik et al. 2011). One can redistribute
the galaxy properties within the sample randomly, holding the
galaxy positions fixed. In that way one mimics a galaxy distri-
bution with the same spatial clustering and the same one-point
correlations cor(Mr, e), but without any environmental depen-
dency of these correlations. Given the original data set, such
samples with mark–independent clustering can be simulated eas-
ily and the fluctuations around cor (Mr, e | r) /cor(Mr, e) = 1 can
be quantified.
1 This alternative definition of c˜or (·, ·| r) was suggested to me by Si-
mon White after the first submission of this article.
Table 1. The correlation coefficients (Eq. 2)) between Mr, e, σv and mst
determined from the volume limited sample with 600 Mpc depth from
the SDSS DR12.
cor(·, ·) Mr e mst σv
Mr 1 0.15 -0.84 -0.49
e 1 -0.05 -0.2
mst 1 0.65
σv 1
3. Scale dependent correlation coefficients of
galaxies from the SDSS DR12
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), data release 12 (DR12)
includes a magnitude limited sample of galaxies, the main
galaxy catalogue (Alam et al. 2015; Eisenstein et al. 2011). For
these galaxies photometric and spectroscopic, as well as derived
properties are available from the SDSS database. The scale de-
pendent correlation coefficients are estimated from volume lim-
ited samples constructed from the main galaxy catalogue. The
extinction and K–corrected absolute magnitude Mr, the two di-
mensional ellipticity e on the sky, the spectrally determined ve-
locity dispersion σv, and the logarithmic stellar mass mst are
assigned to each of the galaxies as marks. The construction of
the volume limited samples and details on the estimation and
normalisation of the marks Mr, e, σv, and mst are given in Ap-
pendix A.1.
Besides introducing the scale dependent correlation coeffi-
cients as a descriptive statistic for measuring conformity, the fo-
cus in this article is on the spatial range of conformity, i.e. from
how far out the correlations between properties on one galaxy
are influenced. The absolute magnitude, the stellar mass con-
tent, the velocity dispersion and ellipticity have been chosen as
marks, because they show appreciable correlations already for
the whole sample (see Table 1). The legitimate expectation is
that a scale dependence of conformity can be resolved easily for
these marks. With the absolute magnitude, the velocity disper-
sion and the stellar mass content different aspects of the unob-
servable overall mass of the galaxy are investigated. The ellip-
ticity is used as a tracer of the shape of the galaxy. In the halo
samples below analog parameters were chosen as marks.
The (one-point) correlation coefficients (Eq. (2)) between the
marks Mr, e, σv and mst in the volume limited galaxy sam-
ple with 600 Mpc depth are shown in Table 1. These sometimes
strong (anti-) correlations are expected. E.g. the absolute mag-
nitude Mr is the negative logarithm of the luminosity, hence a
strong anti–correlation with the logarithmic stellar mass mst is
anticipated. This strong anti–correlation between Mr and mst is
also clearly visible from the 2d–histogram in Fig. 1. Moreover,
galaxies in close pairs show an even stronger anti–correlation
between Mr and mst, as seen from the tighter histogram for the
close pairs. Exactly this visual impression is quantified with the
scale dependent correlation coefficient cor (Mr,mst|r). In Fig. 2
the |cor (Mr,mst|r) |  |cor(Mr, e)| shows the tightened correla-
tion for close pairs (small r), whereas the scale dependent cor-
relation coefficient approaches the overall average cor(Mr, e) for
large r. This increased correlation of |cor (Mr,mst|r) | compared
to |cor(Mr, e)| is the scale dependent signal of galactic confor-
mity.
The scale dependent correlation coefficients are shown in
Fig. 2 for the six combination of the marks Mr, e, σv and mst. In
all cases the modulus of the scale dependent correlation coeffi-
cient, e.g. cor (Mr, e|r) is significantly larger than the modulus of
the overall correlation coefficient cor (Mr, e) on small scales. On
Article number, page 3 of 10
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Fig. 1. In both plots the relative frequencies of galaxies in the (Mr,mst)–
plane are shown. The brighter the colour, the more galaxies are within
this pixel. The left plot is with all galaxies, whereas the right plot
only shows galaxies with a neighbouring galaxy at a distance of r ∈
[1, 3] Mpc. The normalisation of the logarithmic quantities Mr and mst
is given in Appendix A.1
.
Table 2. The scale parameter q and qL in [Mpc], determined from the
exponential– and Lorentz–fit (Eq. (8)) to the scale dependent correlation
coefficients as shown in Fig. 2.
Mr, e Mr,mst Mr, σv e,mst e, σv mst, σv
q 8.89 9.35 13.0 11.7 16.9 9.76
qL 7.58 7.82 10.5 9.65 13.9 8.2
larges scales cor (Mr, e|r)→ cor (Mr, e) as expected. Randomis-
ing the marks, but keeping the positions fixed, allows us to quan-
tify the fluctuations around the case of mark independent clus-
tering. For smaller distances r, the scale dependent correlation
coefficients are well outside the fluctuations of the randomised
samples – a clear signal of galactic conformity. This signal ex-
tends out to large scales, becoming consistent with mark inde-
pendent clustering beyond 40 Mpc — a long range of galactic
conformity.
3.1. Determining the range
To quantify the range of conformity, an exponential, a Lorentz
function and a power–law are fitted2 to the observed scale de-
pendent correlation coefficients:
cor(m1,m2|r)−1 ∼
 A exp (− rq
)
, A′
qL
q2L + r
2
, A′′rγ
 . (8)
q and qL are the scale parameters in the exponential– and
Lorentz–model, the power–law is scale invariant. As can be seen
from Fig. 2 in all six cases the exponential– and the Lorentz–fit
perform similarly well, whereas the scale invariant power–law
fit is significantly off. Quantitatively this can be seen from the
summed residuals. For the exponential– and Lorentz–fit they are
comparable in size, wheres for the power-law fit they are larger
by an order of magnitude. The q and qL determined from fits
are ranging from 8 Mpc to 17 Mpc (see Table 2). This quanti-
fies the visual expression from Fig. 2, that the range of confor-
mity depends on the galactic properties under investigation. An
exponential– or a Lorentz–distribution function allows signals
on scales larger than q and ql. And indeed significant scale de-
pendent correlation coefficients are seen up to 40 Mpc and be-
2 The weighted least-square fit is performed with the function nls
from the statistic package R using the inverse variance of the randomised
sample as weights.
yond (c.f. Fig. 2). The toy model in Appendix B further illus-
trates that a built in scale in the correlation pattern of the mark
distribution can be determined unambiguously with the scale de-
pendent correlation coefficients cor(·, ·|r).
3.2. Alternative scale dependent correlation coefficients
In Fig. 2 also the results for the alternative definition of the scale
dependent correlation coefficients c˜or(·, ·|r) are shown. The four
combinations (Mr, e), (Mr,mst), (Mr, σv), and (mst, σv) show a
reduced amplitude compared to cor(·, ·|r). With c˜or(·, ·|r) one
is measuring the scale dependent correlation coefficients with
respect to the mean and variance of the galaxies with another
galaxy at a distance of r (see eqs. (5) and (6)). With cor(·, ·|r) the
correlations are calculated with respect to the mean and variance
of all galaxies. It is well known that for galaxies the scale de-
pendent mean Mr(r) and and variance σ2Mr (r) are larger than the
overall mean Mr and variance σ2Mr for small distances r (see e.g.
Beisbart & Kerscher 2000). Hence a reduced amplitude should
be expected from Eq. (7). Still the remaining signal traced by
c˜or(·, ·|r) shows a similar long range of conformity outside the
fluctuations. Also the combinations (e,mst) and (e, σv) show no
significant deviation between c˜or(·, ·|r) and cor(·, ·|r), both con-
firming the long range of conformity.
3.3. Systematics
The results discussed in the preceding section, were obtained
from a volume limited galaxy sample from the SDSS DR12 with
a limiting depth of 600 Mpc. In Fig. 3 similar patterns can be
observed for the scale dependent correlation coefficients from
samples with 300 Mpc and 900 Mpc depth. A more detailed look
shows that the inclusion of less luminous galaxies in the 300 Mpc
sample leads to a smaller amplitude of the scale dependent corre-
lation coefficient and also a smaller estimate for the scale param-
eters, whereas an increased amplitude is observed for the more
luminous galaxies in the 900 Mpc sample. The amplitude and
range of conformity is not universal, it depends on the galac-
tic properties considered and on the luminosity cut used for the
construction of the sample.
The absolute magnitude Mr is used as a mark but also used
in the construction of the volume limited samples. Hence it is
important to investigate how systematic changes in the calcula-
tion of Mr influence the results. The analysis was repeated for
absolute magnitudes derived from the model magnitudes with
no extinction correction (dereddening) and / or without employ-
ing a K–correction. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the results are
very similar, only the results from samples with no extinction
correction and no–K–correction show a significantly enhanced
amplitude and an even longer range of conformity. To check
for a special kind of Malmquist–bias (see Beisbart & Kerscher
2000, section 4.5), the analysis was repeated for galaxies with a
distance up to 580 Mpc, selected from the volume limited sam-
ple with limiting depth of 600 Mpc and no significant deviations
were seen.
The ratios of luminosities in different filters are called
colours. It is well known, that colours are correlated with the
morphological type and other properties of the galaxy. Hence
colours should be natural candidates in the analysis presented
above. However the scale dependent correlation coefficients for
colours are sensitive to the extinction correction and the K–
correction. Differences on small scales and residual correlations
on large scale can be seen for the colour Cur = Mu − Mr and
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Fig. 2. The scale dependent correlation functions cor(·, ·|r)/cor(·, ·) of (Mr, e), (Mr,mst), (Mr, σv), (e,mst), (e, σv), and (mst, σv) calculated from
the volume limited sample with 600 Mpc depth from the SDSS DR12 (thick solid line). The one–sigma error bars around cor(·, ·|r) = cor(·, ·) are
calculated from 50 galaxy samples with randomised marks. The exponential, Lorentz and power–law fits, according to Eq. 8, are shown with a
thin solid, dashed and dotted line respectively. The thick blue dashed line shows the results for the alternative definition of the scale dependent
correlation coefficients c˜or(·, ·|r)/cor(·, ·). The one–σ error bars for c˜or(·, ·|r) (not shown in the plot) show a very similar amplitude in comparison
to the errors calculated for cor(·, ·|r).
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Fig. 3. In the left plot cor(Mr, σv | r)/cor(Mr, σv) from volume limited
samples with 300 Mpc depth (dotted), 600 Mpc depth (solid line), and
900 Mpc depth (dashed) are shown, in the right plot the results from the
samples with different estimates of the absolute magnitude: K–corrected
and extinction corrected (dereddened) model magnitudes (solid line),
without extinction correction (dotted), without K–correction (dashed),
without both, extinction correction and K–correction (dashed–dotted).
the absolute magnitude Mr in Fig. 4. The amplitude of the scale
dependent correlation coefficient between Mr, e, σv, and mst,
obtained from samples with different magnitude estimates, dif-
fer slightly, but a consistent picture for the conformity on large
scales appears. Hence, the main results of this article, the long
range of conformity, is not affected as can be seen from Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. Moreover, the sample using the extinction and K–
corrected magnitudes gives the most conservative estimates for
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Fig. 4. The cor(Mr,Cur |r)/cor(Mr,Cur) as calculated from different
estimates of the absolute Magnitude Mr and colour Cur = Mu − Mr:
K–corrected and extinction corrected magnitudes (solid line), without
extinction correction (dotted), without K–correction (dashed), without
both, extinction correction and K–correction (dashed–dotted).
the scale dependent correlation coefficients with the lowest am-
plitude and the smallest range of conformity. Unfortunately this
is not the case for the scale dependent correlation coefficients of
colourCur and absolute magnitudes Mr (see Fig. 4). It is not clear
whether the extinction correction, the K–correction, or other cur-
rently unknown issues are responsible for these residuals and
therefore colours are not considered any further in this work.
Instead of colours the spectral properties of the galaxies can
be used directly. E.g. from the observed line–widths one esti-
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Table 3. The correlation coefficients between Mvir, λ, and s determined
from the MDPL2 Rockstar halo sample with Mvir ≥ 1012M/h.
cor(·, ·) Mvir λ s
Mvir 1 -0.03 -0.12
λ 1 -0.30
s 1
mates the velocity dispersion σv in a galaxies. Also the stellar
mass estimates rely heavily on spectral properties of the galax-
ies, and one may think of the stellar mass estimate as a concise
summary of the spectral properties of the galaxy. As briefly dis-
cussed in Appendix A.1 different methods employing different
spectral libraries can be used to estimate the stellar mass content
mst. Repeating the analysis for the three different stellar mass
estimates from the SDSS database leads to very similar results.
4. Scale dependent correlation coefficients of halos
from the MultiDark simulations
Dark matter simulations can be used to model the large scale
distribution of matter in the universe. The dark matter concen-
trations in these simulations are called halos. A direct compar-
ison of the result for galaxies to the results from halos is com-
plicated by the fact that no luminous matter is included in the
simulations. Still, analog properties of the halos can be used and
the scale dependent correlation coefficients calculated from dark
matter halos can be qualitatively compared to the results from the
galaxies. The focus is on the range of these scale dependent cor-
relation coefficients. A related motivation for investigating halo
catalogs is coming from the observations in the galaxy catalog
that there are residuals in the scale dependent correlation coeffi-
cients for colours which are not well understood (see Sect. 3.3).
The scale dependent correlation coefficients for the other galac-
tic properties do not show these residuals but still one wishes
for an, at least qualitative cross check. Halo catalogs from dark
matter simulations offer such clean well defined samples without
observational biases.
From the MultiDark Simulations (MDPL2, Prada et al. 2012;
Klypin et al. 2016) dark matter halos are identified using the
Rockstar halo–finder (Behroozi et al. 2013). Halos with a virial
mass Mvir ≥ 1012M/h (hence with at least 662 dark matter par-
ticles per halo) are selected from the MDPL2 simulations. The
Rockstart halo–finder is able to determine sub–halos within ha-
los. However in this analysis only distinct halos, i.e. halos which
are not a sub–halo in any other halo are used. See Behroozi et al.
(2013), Sect. 3.4 for a detailed description of how the substruc-
ture membership is determined. The virial mass Mvir and the di-
mensionless spin parameter λ of the halos are used as marks, and
the ratio of the smallest axes to the largest axes in the mass ellip-
soid (for details see Appendix A.2). No direct comparison of the
scale dependent correlation coefficients from the dark matter ha-
los and the galaxy distribution is attempted, but analog quantities
are used as marks: For the dark matter halos from the simulations
the mass is directly accessible, whereas for galaxies the abso-
lute magnitude and the stellar mass content are biased tracers of
the overall mass. The internal dynamical state is reflected in the
spin of the halo and in the velocity dispersion of the galaxy. The
shape of the halo is quantified from the 3d–mass ellipsoid, and
the shape of a galaxy from the 2d–ellipticity obtained from the
image of the galaxy.
Table 3 summarises the correlation coefficients between
Mvir, λ, and s in the halo sample. Such correlations are ex-
Table 4. The scale parameter q and qL in [Mpc], determined from the
exponential– and Lorentz–fit (Eq. (8)) to the scale dependent correlation
coefficients as shown in Fig. 5.
Mvir, λ Mvir, s λ, s
q 8.6 11.6 19.5
qL 6.1 9.0 16.8
pected. For a detailed study of these one point correlations see
e.g. Knebe & Power (2008) and Vega-Ferrero et al. (2017).
Fig. 5 shows the corresponding scale dependent correlation co-
efficients. The overall appearance is similar to the scale depen-
dent correlation coefficients observed in the galaxy distribution
(Fig. 2) with some exceptions. The amplitude of the scale depen-
dent correlation coefficients on small scales is stronger for the
combinations (Mvir, λ), and (Mvir, s) compared to any of the re-
sults from the galaxy distribution. Also, the range of conformity
is larger for the halos compared to the galaxies — see also the
fitted scale parameters of the halo sample in Table 4 compared to
the scale parameters of the galaxy sample in Table 2. Similar to
the galaxy distribution, the alternative scale dependent correla-
tion coefficients c˜or(·, ·|r) show a reduced amplitude. Still (λ, s)
shows long range correlations out to 30 Mpc, but the signal in
(Mvir, λ) and (Mvir, s) is confined to scales below 10 and 15 Mpc.
4.1. Systematics
To investigate the dependence on the mass-cut, samples with
Mvir ≥ 5 × 1011M/h, Mvir ≥ 1 × 1012M/h, and Mvir ≥
1013M/h have been analysed. The scale dependent correlation
coefficients show a similar shape and in most cases a similar
amplitude between the halo sample. As can be seen in Fig. 6
the amplitude and range of conformity is increasing in the two
samples with the mass cut from Mvir ≥ 5 × 1011M/h to
Mvir ≥ 1×1012M/h. A similar behaviour can be observed in the
galaxy samples including more luminous galaxies (see Fig. 3).
The most massive sample with Mvir ≥ 1 × 1013M/h shows a
dip in the scale dependent correlation coefficient on scales be-
low 5 Mpc but very similar results compared to the sample with
Mvir ≥ 1 × 1012M/h on large scale. Also the scale dependent
correlation coefficients of halo samples from the BigMDPL sim-
ulations (box–size 2.5 Gpc/h) show a similar long range of con-
formity.
The Rockstar halo–finder is able to determine a halo hierar-
chy. In the analysis for Fig. 5 only distinct halos, i.e. halos which
are not marked as a sub–halos, are used. The scale dependent
correlation coefficients calculated from all the halos, including
sub–halos and their parent halos, show a reduced amplitude as
can be seen in Fig. 6. The Rockstar halo–finder uses phase-space
information and an elaborate unbinding strategy to define the ha-
los. The three–dimensional friend–of–friend (FoF) halo–finder
operates only in position space to identify halos as linked par-
ticle over–densities (Riebe et al. 2013). The analysis with the
scale dependent correlation coefficients is repeated for such FoF
halo samples from the same MDPL2 simulation. Again the mass,
the spin, and the axes ratios of the ellipsoidal shape are used as
marks (see Riebe et al. 2013 for details). By comparing the cor-
responding scale dependent correlation coefficient of Rockstar
and FoF halo samples, an increased amplitude can be seen in
Fig. 6. Although the amplitude of the scale dependent correla-
tion coefficients differ between “all halos”, “distinct halos”, and
“FoF-halos”, the signal of a long range of conformity is clearly
visible in all the samples.
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Fig. 5. The scale dependent correlation functions of (Mvir, λ), (Mvir, s), and(λ, s), calculated from the MDPL2 Rockstar halo sample with Mvir ≥
1012M/h (thick solid line). The one–sigma error bars around cor(·, ·|r) = cor(·, ·) are calculated from 50 halo samples with randomised marks.
The exponential–, Lorentz– and power-law fits, according to Eq. 8, are shown with thin solid, dashed and dotted lines respectively.
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Fig. 6. In the left plot cor(Mvir, λ | r)/cor(Mvir, λ) are shown for samples
with a mass–cut Mvir ≥ 5 × 1011M/h (dashed), Mvir ≥ 1 × 1012M/h
(solid line), and Mvir ≥ 1013M/h (dotted). In the right plot the results
from samples using different halo identification methods are shown:
rockstar distinct halos (solid line), rockstar all halos (dotted), FoF halos
(dashed).
5. Summary and Outlook
Properties of galaxies show scale dependent correlation coeffi-
cients out to large scales. Properties like mass and luminosity
are significantly stronger (anti-) correlated for close pairs com-
pared to the correlation coefficients in the overall sample. A clear
signal of conformity. The analysis was carried out with a new
descriptive statistic, the scale dependent correlation coefficients.
They quantify how the correlation coefficients between galac-
tic properties vary under the condition that another galaxy (or
halo) is at a distance of r. This signal of galactic conformity ex-
tends to large scales, in several cases becoming consistent with
mark independent clustering only beyond 40 Mpc. Several tests
for systematic effects confirm the long range of conformity. Halo
samples from dark matter simulations show a larger amplitude
and an even longer range of conformity. The scale dependent
correlation coefficients between e.g. mass and shape clearly de-
viates from the overall correlation coefficient beyond 40 Mpc.
No universal range of conformity is found. The range varies for
different properties under investigation and also depends on the
luminosity– and mass–cut used in the construction of the sam-
ples. Such a long range of conformity goes well with the investi-
gations of Faltenbacher et al. (2002), who found alignment cor-
relations for cluster sized halos out to separations of 100 Mpc/h.
The focus of the present investigation was on the introduction of
the scale dependent correlation coefficients and on the detection
of a long range of conformity. On small scales more complicated
patterns are expected and further investigations of the scale de-
pendent conformity should be accompanied by a detailed mod-
elling.
Pure dark matter simulations capture only the gravitational
part but allow for a large number of halos and convincing statis-
tics. As shown by Gottlöber & Yepes (2007) and Teklu et al.
(2015) there exists a complex interplay between spin, mass and
morphology of the dark matter and the gas component within ha-
los. It will be highly interesting to investigate the environmental
dependence of such halos using the scale dependent correlation
coefficients.
Empirical relations, like the Tully–Fisher or the fundamental
plane relation are special correlations between the properties of
a galaxy (see e.g. Kelson et al. 2000; Saulder et al. 2013 and ref-
erences therein). These empirical relations, like the fundamental
plane, depend on the amount of substructure in the objects (see
Fritsch & Buchert. 1999 for galaxy clusters). Hence one can ex-
pect that an extended version of the scale dependent correlation
coefficients could be used to investigate the spatial scale depen-
dence of such empirical relations.
As already mentioned a detailed modelling of this signal of
conformity is the next step. Purely geometric models, like the
toy–model in Appendix B help us to appreciate the method, but
often do not promote a physical understanding. Hence clearly
more physically motivated models are needed.
Inspired by the ideas of hierarchical structure formation in
dark matter models the halo model was designed to explain the
clustering of galaxies (see Cooray & Sheth 2002 for a review).
The halo model is able to reproduce the signal from the mark
weighted correlation function out to 20 Mpc (Skibba et al. 2006,
see also Paranjape et al. 2015; Pahwa & Paranjape 2016 for a
more detailed model of galactic conformity). Within these mod-
els the contribution from the so-called 2–halo term seems neces-
sary to explain conformity on large scales. A physical explana-
tion of galactic conformity from structure formation is given by
Hearin et al. (2016), also called assembly bias. Their explanation
is elaborated for pair distances below 10 Mpc, but possibly their
arguments could be extended to larges scales, too.
Another approach is based on the peak theory (Bardeen et al.
1986). Recently Verde et al. (2014) calculated the Lagrangian
(formation) bias for a Gaussian density field. The matter den-
sity field can be approximated more reliable using a logarith-
mic transformation (Falck et al. 2012) which could serve as an
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improved starting point for such a bias calculation. Closely re-
lated to the lognormal density field, the log–normal model for
the galaxy distribution (Coles & Jones 1991; Møller et al. 1998)
can be used as a stochastic model for the point and mark dis-
tribution. For such an intensity marked point process, the mark
correlation functions can be calculated explicitly (Ho & Stoyan
2008; Myllymäki & Penttinen 2009). The adaption to the galaxy
distribution will reveal whether a natural parametrisation is pos-
sible within this model.
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select s.ObjID, s.ra, s.dec, s.z,
dbo.fCosmoDl(s.z, 0.307115, 0.692885, 0.0, -1.0, 0.6777)
as lumdist,
s.dered_u, s.dered_g, s.dered_r, s.dered_i, s.dered_z,
gal.mE1_r, gal.mE2_r, so.velDisp,
sm1.mstellar_median, sm2.mstellar_median, sm3.logMass
into mydb.maingal_properties
from dr12.SpecPhoto as s
join dr12.Galaxy as gal on s.ObjID = gal.ObjID
join dr12.SpecObj as so on s.specObjID = so.specObjID
join dr12.stellarMassPCAWiscM11 as sm1
on s.specObjID = sm1.specObjID
join dr12.stellarMassPCAWiscBC03 as sm2
on s.specObjID = sm2.specObjID
join dr12.stellarMassStarformingPort as sm3
on s.specObjID = sm3.specObjID
where
s.type = 3 and s.class = ’galaxy’ and s.zWarning = 0 and
s.petroMag_r <= 17.77
Fig. A.1. The SQL code used on CasJobs to extract the basic sample
from SDSS DR12.
Appendix A: Samples
Appendix A.1: Galaxay catalogues from the SDSS III, DR12
In the SDSS DR12 data release (Alam et al. 2015; Eisen-
stein et al. 2011) each galaxy comes with a wealth of prop-
erties. The galaxy samples for the analysis are built in in
two stages. First, a basic galaxy sample is obtained from
the SDSS database, then derived quantities are calculated and
the volume limited samples are constructed. Our basic galaxy
sample was extracted from the SDSS database, as provided
via CasJobs: http://skyserver.sdss.org/CasJobs/, us-
ing the SQL script shown in Fig. A.1. The query starts with
the view SpecPhoto and joins it with Galaxy and SpecObj
to gain access to further photometric and spectroscopic param-
eters. The joins with the tables stellarMassPCAWiscM11 /
PCAWiscBC03 / stellarMassStarformingPort are used to
obtain the stellar mass estimates. In the joins with the stellar
mass tables some galaxies could not be matched and 0.11% of
the galaxies are lost. The function fCosmoDl provided in the
SDSS database is used to calculate the luminosity distance from
the redshift, using a Planck–like cosmology consistent with the
MultiDark simulations, see appendix A.2. The selection in the
where clause is mostly the original selection as used for the
SDSS main galaxy sample (Strauss et al. 2002). From this basic
sample the following parameters are calculated for each galaxy.
Absolute magnitudes: The absolute magnitude Mr in the r–
band is calculated from the extinction corrected (dered-
dened) model magnitude mr using Mr = mr − D, with the
distance module D = 5 log10(d/10pc) and the luminosity dis-
tance d in pc. The absolute magnitude is K–corrected using
the python code from http://kcor.sai.msu.ru/, version
2012, implementing the methods described in Chilingarian
et al. (2010); Chilingarian & Zolotukhin (2012). See also the
comparison of several K–corrections in O’Mill et al. (2011)
Ellipticities: The ellipticities e of the galaxies are calculated
from the Stokes parameters Q and U using e = 1 − 1−Q2U21+Q2U2 .
The Stokes parameters Q and U have been estimated from
the intensity profile of the galaxies in the r–band using the
adaptive moments mE1r and mE2r respectively. (Bernstein
& Jarvis 2002). This ellipticity e is an estimate of the ob-
served 2D–ellipticity on the sky. No attempt is made to de-
rive a 3D/de–projected ellipticity.
select rockstarId, x, y, z, Mvir, spin, axisratio_3_1
from MDPL2.Rockstar
where snapnum = 125 and Mvir >= 1.0e12 and pId = -1
Fig. A.2. The SQL code used on CosmoSim to extract rockstar halos
with Mvir ≥ 1012M/h at z = 0 from the MDPL2 simulation.
Stellar mass content: Using the photometry and the spec-
tra one can estimate the stellar mass content of a galaxy.
The following three mass estimates can be retrieved from
the SDSS database. They use different stellar popula-
tion synthesis models and different methods: The table
stellarMassPCAWiscM11 provides stellar mass estimates
using the method of Chen et al. (2012) with the stellar popu-
lation synthesis models of Maraston & Strömbäck (2011).
These are the stellar mass estimates used for the plots in
Fig. 2.
The table stellarMassPCAWiscBC03 provides stellar mass
estimates using the method of Chen et al. (2012) with the
stellar population synthesis models of Bruzual & Charlot
(2003), and the table stellarMassStarformingPort pro-
vides stellar mass estimates using the method of Maraston
et al. (2006), see also Maraston et al. (2013).
Irrespective of the method, mst = log Mst/M is used as a
mark in the analysis. Mst is the stellar mass content and M
the solar mass. Both mst and the magnitude Mr are logarith-
mic in mass and luminosity respectively.
Velocity Dispersion: The velocity dispersion σv inside the
galaxy is estimated from the spectra as described in Bolton
et al. (2012) and is directly read from the database view
SpecObj.
The volume limited samples comprise galaxies with lumi-
nosity distance d ≤ dlim. and absolute magnitude Mr ≤ Mlim..
The limiting absolute magnitude is Mlim. = mlim. − Dlim. with
the (conservative) limiting magnitude mlim. = 17.7 and the lim-
iting distance module Dlim. = 5 log10(dlim./10pc); also galaxies
close by with luminosity distance d ≤ 50 Mpc are discarded.
Mainly, the volume limited sample with dlim. = 600 Mpc and
201722 galaxies is used, but also samples with dlim. = 300 Mpc
and 900 Mpc are considered.
Appendix A.2: Halo samples from the MultiDark simulations
The halo catalogues are constructed from the so called Mul-
tiDark simulations — dark matter simulations as described in
Prada et al. (2012) and Klypin et al. (2016). The MDPL2 and
BigMDPL simulations have a box size of 1 Gpc/h and 2.5 Gpc/h
respectively, with Planck–like cosmology Ωm = 0.307115,
ΩΛ = 0.692885, Ωrad = 0.0, ω0 = −1.0, h = 0.6777. The
dark matter halos were identified using the Rockstar halo-finder
(Behroozi et al. 2013). These halo samples can be downloaded
from the CosmoSim database https://www.cosmosim.org/
as described in Riebe et al. (2013). Fig. A.2 shows the SQL–
code used to extract one of the desired halo samples from the
CosmoSim database. About 4 × 106 distinct halos with a virial
mass Mvir ≥ 1012M/h are selected. With snapnum=125 we se-
lect the z = 0 samples and with pId=-1 we ask for distinct ha-
los only. The virial mass Mvir, the spin λ, and the shape s are
used as marks (see below). They can be accessed directly from
the database. To facilitate the calculations of the scale dependent
correlation functions a random subsample comprising 25% of
the halos is used (about 106 halos). A comparison with the re-
sults from 10% and 50% subsampling shows that the results for
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the scale dependent correlation coefficients clearly stabilise for
25% subsampling.
Mass: The mass Mvir within the virial radius is calculated from
the number of bound particles in the halo. The major task
of this phase–space halo finder is to reliably assign the dark
matter particles to a halo, using several steps as detailed in
Behroozi et al. (2013).
Spin: The dimensionless spin parameter λ is used to quantify
the rotation of galactic systems (see e.g. Fall & Efstathiou
1980).
Shape: The axial ratios of the mass ellipsoid are determined
according to the method of Allgood et al. (2006) using the
eigenvalues of the (reduced) inertia tensor of the halo. The
ratio of the smallest ellipsoid axes to the largest ellipsoid
axes is then used as an overall shape parameter s.
To investigate systematic effects also halo samples with mass
cuts Mvir ≥ 5 × 1011M/h and Mvir ≥ 1013M/h have been ex-
tracted from the MDPL2 and BigMDPL simulations. Also the
mass, the spin, and the axes ratios of the ellipsoidal shape de-
termined from FoF–halos have been used (see Riebe et al. 2013
and https://www.cosmosim.org/ for details) .
Appendix B: A toy model
The following model is a straightforward extension of the
marked Poisson process discussed by Wälder & Stoyan (1996).
This model will serve as an illustration that one is able to unam-
biguously extract a scale from a marked point distribution using
the scale dependent correlation coefficient cor(m1,m2 | r). It is
not meant to be a viable model for the galaxy distribution.
One starts with a Poisson process, i.e. randomly distributed
points with number density %. As suggested by Wälder & Stoyan
(1996), one assigns to each point the number of other points
within a radius R as a mark m1. This mark m1 is a Poisson ran-
dom variable with the mean mark E[m1] = m = % 4pi3 R
3 and
the variance σ2m1 = m. Therefore the probability of observing
n points in a sphere with radius R is p(n) = m
n
n! e
−m.
As an extension of this model, the second mark on a point is
slaved to its first mark by m2 = m1. This construction leads to
the covariance cov(m1,m2) = σ2m1 and perfect overall correlation
cor(m1,m2) = 1. For the Poisson point process, one can calculate
the desired scale dependent correlation coefficients easily. The
point x is marked with m2 = m1 as described above. If a second
point at y is more distant than |x − y| = r > R, the number of
points inside the sphere around point x is independent from the
point at y and cov(m1,m2 | r) = cov(m1,m2). Under the condition
that the second point at y is closer than R, at least one point is
always in the sphere around the point at x. Considering a Poisson
point process, all the other points are still independent from this
point at y. Now the probability q(l) of observing l points in the
sphere around x is q(0) = 0 and q(l) = p(l− 1). This allows us to
calculate
cov(m1,m2 | r) = Eq[(m1 − m)(m2 − m)]
= Eq
[
(m1 − m)2
]
= m + 1,
for r ≤ R. Eq is the expectation with respect to the probabilites
q(l). Joining the results from above one obtains
cor(m1,m2 | r)
cor(m1,m2)
=
cov(m1,m2 | r)
cov(m1,m2)
=
{m+1
m for r ≤ R,
1 for r > R.
(B.1)
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Fig. B.1. cor(m1,m2 | r)/cor(m1,m2) estimated from 100 realisations
of a marked Poisson process with R = 0.05 and % = 10000 in the
unit box (points with one–σ error bars). The solid line is the theoretical
curve according to Eq. (B.1). The blue dashed curve shows the results
for c˜or(m1,m2 | r)/cor(m1,m2) (with x-coordinates slightly shifted for
better visibility).
A similar reasoning allows the calculation of c˜or(m1,m2 | r):
If the second point at y is farther away than R, we get m(r) = m
and σ2m(r) = σ
2
m and therefore c˜ov(m1,m2 | r) = cov(m1,m2). If
the second point is closer than R, one obtains m(r) = Eq[m1] and
σ2m(r) = Eq[(m1 − m(r))2], and
c˜ov(m1,m2 | r) = Eq[(m1 − m(r))(m2 − m(r))]
= Eq
[
(m1 − m(r))2
]
= σ2m(r).
Putting everything together c˜or(m1,m2 | r)/cor(m1,m2) ≡ 1 for
all radii r. The scale R cannot be resolved with c˜or(m1,m2 | r).
In Fig. B.1 the estimated cor(m1,m2 | r) for the marked Pois-
son process is compared to the theoretical expectation showing
perfect agreement. The jump in cor(m1,m2 | r) is resolved, mark-
ing the built-in scale. As it should be c˜or(m1,m2 | r)/cor(m1,m2)
is approximately 1 on all scales. This simple model illustrates
that a built–in scale in the correlation pattern of the marks can
be resolved unambiguously with cor(m1,m2 | r), whereas the al-
ternative definition c˜or(m1,m2 | r) does not allow this.
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